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ABSTRACT
Second language (L2) learning is widely studied in
adult learners. This study was conducted in order to
see how auditory training affects elderly learners’ L2
speech production and whether linguistically oriented
seniors can benefit more from training compared to
seniors not showing special interest in foreign
languages. Hence, we studied seniors recruited from
language courses and seniors with other than L2
related interests. The two day study included listenand-repeat trainings and production tests. The trained
words included vowels from which the three first
formants and their standard deviations were measured
and analysed. The results showed that formant values
changed differently as a function of training in the
two groups. Also, the standard deviations developed
differently: only the linguistically oriented seniors
showed a deviation decrease, indicating non-native
learning. This study showed that learning to produce
a non-native phoneme can be easier for elderly
learners who show a general interest in languages.
Keywords: second language learning,
production, linguistically oriented seniors
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1. INTRODUCTION
In speech production sounds can be seen as targets.
To reach the right target, speaker needs to reach both
articulatory and auditory-perceptual goals [21].
Feedback systems are error-driven and therefore they
function slowly in comparison with running speech.
Because of this, a feedforward system has been
proposed to account for the high fluency. This system
develops by reinforcement in childhood. The
feedback systems and the feedforward mechanism
function in close connection in order to make fluent
speech possible [20]. In addition to native language
(L1) speech production, the feedback mechanisms
play an important role in L2 learning, since new
productional targets need to be acquired through trial
and error.
Perception of speech sounds is categorical and
discrimination of phonemes is easier near category
boundaries than within categories [18]. Every L1

phoneme forms a category of its own and each
category contains a prototypical representative [17].
According to Kuhl [17], these prototypes function as
magnets, drawing the nearby sounds toward the
centre making discrimination between speech sound
categories easier. Because the prototypes are formed
in accordance with L1 phonemes, this magnet effect
can interfere acquisition of non-native speech sounds
[15].
Differences between phoneme systems cause
learning difficulties. According to the Perceptual
Assimilation Model (PAM), L2 phonemes are
assimilated into the L1 categories on the basis of their
perceived gestural similarities. Non-native contrasts
can be assimilated into two different native categories
without causing any or only mild learning difficulties.
Non-native contrasting phonemes can also assimilate
into one native category either equally well or the
other phoneme can be more similar to the native
phoneme. The first situation causes major learning
difficulties and the latter results in intermediate
difficulties. Finally, non-native sounds can be so
dissimilar to the native sounds that they are nonassimilable [3]. Speech Learning Model (SLM)
classifies the relations between sound systems into
three categories and these relations affect both
perception and production [10]. Non-native
phonemes can be “identical”, “similar” or “new”
compared to an L1 phoneme and “similar” ones cause
major learning difficulties [11].
Age affects language processing in different ways:
for example phonological word retrieval is prolonged
by age [13] but syntactic complexity in spoken
discourse remains stable during aging [19]. Learning
changes also with age and it can be seen in brain
structure [5] and activation [9]. There are also studies
that show the effect of different backgrounds on
cognitive tasks. Good physical condition, for
example, can help to preserve cognitive functions [8]
e.g. speaking and reading rates [22]. It can be
assumed that learning non-native speech sounds will
be slower at higher age and even though auditory
aging can affect perception, it does not fully explain
slower learning [16]. In language learning both L2
perception and production are studied and a widely
used method in L2 studies is training (e.g. perceptual

or auditory training). Training has been used
successfully in adults [6] [14] and in children [23].
Some training studies also concern older adults, but
they rarely focus on L2 learning.
The aim of this study was to find out whether
participating in foreign language courses preserve the
ability to learn new production in elderly learners.
Our hypothesis was that studying languages benefits
elderly learners when they are learning to produce a
non-native phoneme. Because our subjects were
interested in language learning, it can be assumed that
they were motivated to learn which can further assist
learning [12]. Also, learning foreign languages may
help maintain the plasticity of non-native production.
The subjects trained the production of a non-native
vowel on two consecutive days and the productions
were recorded and analysed.
2. METHODS
2.1. Subjects

Altogether 20 subjects volunteered and a written
consent was obtained prior to testing. The subjects
were divided into two groups on the basis of their
participation in language courses. Language Group
consisted of 11 seniors (aged 62–73 years, mean 67,5
years, 6 females) and they had been retired for 1–15
(mean 7,2) years. They all had studied a foreign
language at least once a week for 2–10 (mean 4,9)
years. Control Group consisted of 9 seniors (aged 63–
71 years, mean 66,2 years, 8 females) who had retired
1–11 (mean 6,3) years earlier. They had not studied
any languages, but they all had other interests, e.g.
exercising and reading.
The subjects in both Groups were Finnish
speaking monolinguals and they had studied Swedish
in school for 0 to 9 years. However, they reported to
have no or only minor language skill in Swedish and
that they rarely heard Swedish. All subjects had
normal hearing tested prior to participation with
screening audiometer with perceptually relevant
frequencies (250, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000 Hz). The
study was accepted by The Ethics Committee of the
University of Turku, Finland.
2.2. Stimuli

We used two semisynthetic pseudowords /t:ti/ and
/ty:ti/ as our stimuli. The first stimulus contained
close central rounded vowel // which is not
phonologically relevant in the subjects’ native
language and, therefore, it was chosen as the target
word. According to SLM, // is “similar” to native /y/
or /u/ causing major learning difficulties. From the
perspective of PAM, //–/y/ contrast assimilates to

the phoneme /y/, but unequally causing learning
difficulties. The formant values in // were F1=338
Hz, F2=1258 Hz, F3=2177 Hz and in /y/ F1=269 Hz,
F2=1866 Hz, F3=2518 Hz. The main difference
between /y/, // and /u/ is in the F2 values. The stimuli
were created using Semi-synthetic Speech
Generation method (SSG) [1], for a closer view of the
stimuli, see [23].
2.3. Procedure

The subjects participated in the study on two
consecutive days. In both recording and training
sessions the subjects heard the target and non-target
words via Sanako Headset SLH-07 and were advised
to repeat the words as precisely as possible. Because
of the listen-and-repeat type of training, subjects
heard both targets and their own productions, and
with feedback mechanism they were able to modify
their production if needed. In this study the mismatch
negativity (MMN) measurements, discrimination
tests (DISC) and identification (ID) tests were also
performed, however, we only report results of the
production data in this paper. The first day began with
two MMN blocks followed by ID and two DISC
blocks. Then there was a production test in which
subjects produced alternating target and non-target
words, 10 times each (Sanako lab100 -software).
Finally there were four training blocks: within each
block, the probability of the target word was different,
but after all training, the subject had listened and
repeated both stimuli 60 times. The second day
started with the same training blocks. After that two
MMN blocks, ID and two DISC blocks were
performed and finally production test was performed.
Although the training method was articulatory listenand-repeat training, the subjects also heard the stimuli
during other tests of the study.
2.4. Analysis

The obtained acoustic data were analysed with Praat
software 5.3.01 [4]. Three first formants (F1, F2 and
F3) were measured from the steady state phase of
each vowel using the Linear Predictive Coding (LPC)
Burg algorithm. Fundamental frequency (F0) was
measured in order to avoid outliers. Statistical
analysis was performed using the IBM SPSS
Statistics 21 software. Both mean and standard
deviation of the formant data were analysed using
Word (2) × Session (4) × Formant (3) Repeated
measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). Further
post hoc tests were performed when appropriate.

(Table 2), we ran post hoc tests for both groups
separately.

3. RESULTS
The results of the formant analysis showed the main
effects of Word (F(1,8)=148,788, p<0,001) and
Formant (F(2,36)=1323,502,
p<0,001) and an
interaction
between
Word
and
Formant
(F(1,22)=120,721, p<0,001) showing that subjects
produced a difference between target and non-target
words. Most interestingly the analysis revealed
significant interaction between Session and Group
(F(1,18)=4,988, p=0,038), indicating that the other
Group changed their production, while the other
Group did not. As we analysed Groups separately,
neither showed changes between sessions which may
be caused by the standard deviation in the limited data
of just one Group. However, a closer examination of
the formant values (Table 1) seems to explain the
clear Session × Group interaction: formant values of
the Groups were numerically different. Neither Group
showed no changes in phoneme /y/, therefore, it was
changes in // that caused the significant interaction.
Overall the change was more prominent in Language
Group, since also the F1 values changed.
Table 1: Mean format values for // and /y/ in
Sessions 1 and 2 from both Groups.

Mean formant values
Session //
1
/y/
Language
Group
//
Session
2
/y/
Session //
1
/y/
Control
Group
Session //
2
/y/

F1
425
387
447
382
469
406
463
409

F2
1158
1782
1169
1790
1321
1917
1301
1919

F3
2535
2407
2548
2424
2609
2506
2574
2470

To get more information about consistency of the
subjects’ productions, we analysed the individual
standard deviation values as well. The analysis
showed significant main effects of Word
(F(1,018)=23,785,
p<0,001) and Formant
(F(2,36)=67,517, p<0,001) and also the interaction
between Word and Formant (F(2,36)=14,131,
p<0,001) was significant indicating that the formants
in the target and non-target words had different
standard deviations on the basis of one of the
formants. Most importantly, there was a tendency of
interaction of Word × Session × Group
(F(1,18)=3,534,
p=0,076) indicating that the
standard deviation of the target and non-target words
tentatively differed between the Groups in Sessions 1
and 2. On the basis of this tendency and the apparent
difference in the F2 standard deviation development

Table 2: Standard deviation values for // and /y/ in
Sessions 1 and 2 from both Groups.

Standard deviation
Session
1
Language
Group
Session
2
Control
Group

Session
1
Session
2

//
/y/
//
/y/
//
/y/
//
/y/

F1
26
17
19
23
25
19
27
17

F2
156
60
85
68
144
64
123
52

F3
105
61
93
57
82
63
91
53

Firstly, we analysed data of Language Group and the
analysis revealed significant main effects of Word
(F(1,10)=8,756,
p=0,014)
and
Formant
(F(2,20)=27,098, p<0,001) as well as an interaction
between Word and Formant (F(2,20)=5,349,
p=0,014) indicating that there was more variation in
the standard deviation of the target or non-target word
and also deviations of the formant values varied
differently. Most significantly the analysis revealed
an interaction between Word and Session
(F(1,10)=5,481,
p=0,041) indicating that the
standard deviations of the target and non-target words
were different in Sessions 1 and 2. To find out what
caused the significant interaction, we analysed
formants separately. A further analysis with Word (2)
× Session (2) ANOVA revealed a Word × Session
interaction in F1 (F(1,10)=9,3767, p=0,012) and in
F2 (F(1,10)=7,946,
p=0,018), but not in F3
deviations. Fig. 1 shows clearly, how standard
deviation values decreased in F2 in the word /t:ti/
indicating that individuals of the Language Group
became more consistent in their productions.
Standard deviations of F1 were notably smaller than
deviations of F2, which can be seen from Table 2,
also, standard deviations of F1 showed a minor
decrease in // between Sessions, whereas, in /y/
standard deviations showed a minor increase.

Figure 1: Decrease of the standard deviation values
of F2 in Language Group.

Secondly, we analysed the data from Control Group.
The analysis showed significant main effects of Word
(F(1,8)=20,351,
p=0,002)
and
Formant
(F(2,16)=61,349, p<0,001) and also an interaction
between Word and Formant (F(2,14)=11,366,
p=0,002). However, there were no significant
changes in the standard deviations of the target and
non-target words between the Sessions, to be more
precise, the subjects produced the target and nontarget words with the same inconsistency in both
sessions. This becomes also evident from the Fig. 2.
Figure 2: The standard deviation values of F2 did
not change significantly between Sessions in
Control Group.

and-repeat training sessions. Interestingly, elderly
learners with no specific interest in foreign languages,
showed no changes in production between sessions.
These results indicate that studying a foreign
language seems to help elderly learners to learn nonnative production, in other words, studying a foreign
language may help to maintain the plasticity in
production of non-native phonemes in elderly
learners.
The results of formant analysis showed that
Language Group and Control Group produced the
target word differently between sessions. Altogether,
the formant analysis revealed that the subjects in the
Language Group learned to produce the target word
in a new manner, while there was no production
development in the Control Group. There was shown
in the findings that overall change in formant values
was more considerable in Language Group as they
changed both F1 and F2. In the standard deviation
analysis it became evident that the subjects in
Language Group became more consistent in their
non-native production. In other words, at the
beginning of the study there were a wide range of
productions from /y/ to /u/ when the subjects tried to
reach the target //. In Finnish F2 values of /u:/ are
around 650 Hz and F2 values of /y:/ around 1995 Hz
[24]. Finland-Swedish /:/ is acoustically between
these two Finnish vowels and F2 values of // are
around 1000-1200 Hz [2]. As the subjects in
Language Group listened the target phoneme closely
and repeated it in training sessions, they changed their
production and became individually more consistent.
It has been shown that adults can learn to produce
foreign speech sounds with auditory training, even
though articulatory training can be more useful [7].
Also children are able to learn a non-native speech
sound with short and intensive phonetic training [23].
This study showed that elderly people did not benefit
from listen-and-repeat training, unless they were
interested in language learning in general.
In conclusion, these results show, in accordance
with our hypothesis, that general interest in foreign
language learning can benefit elderly people as they
are learning to produce a non-native phoneme.
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